
Josh’s Speaking Checklist. 
 

 Are you paying attention to preparation? 


Don’t just pay attention to content preparation.  Pay attention to your system for preparing.  If 
you don't have a system for preparing then develop one.  Be able to finish this statement.  
When I prepare by ________________ my talks seem to deliver better.


 Are you breaking away from dependency on notes?

We all like our paper or iPads, podiums or music stands, but you need to cut the chord and 
spend time prepping in a way that allows you to memorize the flow of the talk.  Speak to them.  
Don’t read to them.


 Are you being yourself?

There are a lot of great speakers out there.  Learn from great communicators but realize that 
what makes you awesome is that you are you…not them.  So be yourself, don’t hide your 
personality.


 Are you being authentic?

Is this your talk??????????????  Are you being honest intellectually, scripturally and 
emotionally.  Are you modeling transparency?


 Are you thinking about time?

You can teach anything in 20 minutes.  Pay attention to time and develop a way to quick edit 
during a talk to keep you on track to fill the time effectively, whether it is 40, 20 or 10 minutes.


 Are you engaging your audience?  

Think about who you want to connect with and why.  Don’t develop the talk you want to hear or 
deliver, develop the talk they need.


 Are you praying for wisdom and direction?  

Speaking into someone’s life is a big deal.  Don’t take it lightly and cover it in lots of prayer.


 Are you listening to recordings of your talk?  

The single easiest way to improve your speaking is to listen to it.  Coach yourself.


 Are you talking to other communicators for feedback?  

We all need people who will be loving and honest with us.  Find a coach or a group of 
communicators who will encourage you, keep you from being to hard on yourself, and also 
provide you with legit feedback. 


 Are you working hard to improve your craft?  

Complacency will lead to a disconnect with your audience.  It may be your “gift” but don’t 
disrespect that gift by taking it for granted.  WORK HARD at improving your craft.  There are so 
many resources available.  Sift through as many as you can and find what works for you.


Want more?  Have questions?  Shoot me an email: thejoshott@gmail.com


